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INTRODUCTION
The National Board of Fire Underv/ritera (7) has placed
the estimated rural fire loss In the United States during
1935 at ninety millions of dollars. This represents over one-
third of the total fire waste of the country. Although some
encouragement can be gained through a study of the downward
trend of the fire loss curve for the past seven years, the
waste remains enormous. Purtheraore, during the past few
years, the reduction in fire losses has been more than offset
by the neglect of property brought about by depressive
economic conditions.
In addition to material losses, fire takes an estimated
toll of 15,000 lives annually, 5,500 of which can be traced
to iwal conununitles. Such destruction cannot be measured in
monetary units.
A summary (4) of rural fires shows that the dwelling is
accoTintable for the greatest number of fires as vrell as the
greatest damage. The same summary reveals that one of the
two principal causes of rural dwelling fires in Iowa Is
sparks on roofs. The elimination of roof fires would very
materially reduce the annual fire waste.
The pxirpose of this investigation was to study the nature,
physical properties and behavior of the sparks causing roof
-12-
flres and to test the effectiveness of the devices used for
their control.
The work reported In this manuscript is a part of the
general project, **An Investigation of Wind and Fire Losses
to Farm Buildings In Iowa," and represents a contribution to
the cximulatlve study of the rural losses.
-13-
HISTORICAL
For many years several agencies hpve given thought and
careful consideration to the fire waste problem In the United
States. Mr, Fred W. Koeokert (5), president of the National
Board of Fire Underwriters, in a contribution to the semi
annual pubjloation of the organization comments as follows
concerning the fire losses in the nation as a whole.
"The financial loss has reached such alarming pro
portions that it constitutes one of the most vital problems
"in any national plan for conservation and Imperatively demands
the adoption of effective steps for Its control. Every life
ta3£en by fire is a loss that cannot be measured by financial
value, while every building in this country represents energy
and money and when destroyed by flames brings an irretrievable
loss to the community at large. The Indirect loss involves
interrupted business relationships, loss of earnings of em
ployees, loss to property ovmers through vacant dwellings and
loss to localities through the destruction of taxable values.
The costs, regarded solely in their economic effects, are
beyond the power of figures to represent."
The Actuarial Bureau (6) of the National Board of Fire
Underwriters has published periodically accurate sta.tistlcal
data In regard to the fire loss in the United States, The
department of research (8) of the same organization has been
active In distributing Infonaatlon regarding the fire safe
properties of building materials, electrical devices and other
appliances involving a relation to the problem of fire hazards.
The United States Department of Agriculture (16, 17, 19),
chiefly through the Bureau of Chemistry and Soils, early
-14-
reallzed "the seriousness of the rural fire waste In rural
America. Numerous news "bulletins, pamphlets and, technical
articles have appeared from time to time dealing with the huge
economic losses "brought about by fire and the best knovin methods
for the prevention of such destruction.
Several other agencies might be mentioned which have
played an important part In the long battle waged to reduce
the fire losses. The work of the National Fire Protection
Association (9, 10, 11. 12, 13), National Fire Waste Council
(3), civic groups (1) and similar organizations should not be
over looked.
The rural fire losses in Iowa for the two years, 1930-1931,
were effectively treated by Andersen (2) and by Giese and
Anderson (4), These vrorks represented the beginning of a sys
tematic, cumulative study of the rural fire losses in Iowa.
In the twenty-fifth annual report of the Iowa state fire
marshal (15), a section is devoted to the losses resulting from
sparks on roofs. Attention is called to the steady downward
trend of the losses resulting from this cause for the past six
years.
Peikert (14) has reported the only investigational work
dealing directly with the domestic spar^ arrester. The experi
mental results of the research v/ere preceded by a short analy
sis of the rural fire waste problem in Iowa during the four
years, 1930-1933. A brief history, the requirements and the
-15-
deslrablllty of the spark arrester were also discussed in some
detail.
In the portion of the work entitled, "Experimental", Peifcert
detennlned the source and to some extent the physical properties
of the sparks causing roof fires. The effect of heat on small
"oarticles having a low density was detenuined. Using a limited
nmber of soot particles ignition tests were conducted on roof
sections which had been constructed in the laboratory.
Peikert reported the results of tests conducted to deter
mine the susceptibility of arresters to clogging. Iowa coal
was used exclusively in toe performance of the clogging experi
ments. The final portion of the research procedure treated of
the efficiency of three arresters which were sold commercially
at tiiat time in the brealcing up and retaining of soot particles.
An exsnination of "The Official Gazette of the United
States Patent Office" for the past ten years shows that several
patents have been secured on spark arresters of varying designs.
However, only four concerns manufacture spark arresters on an
important commercial basis at the present time.
The National Fire Protection Association (13) has reported
results of tests conducted to determine the combustibility of
roofing materials when exposed to burning brands. Wallace (20)
has reported worlc dealing with tractor and locomotive spark
arresters* However, the factors met in connection witn these
problems are essentially different than in the case of
-16-
Incandescent soot particles and the domestic spark arrester.
The following might be noted in this regard:
1, Soot particles will not flame when heated as will
brands.
2. Burning brands are primarily a menace in the spread
of flame whereas chimney sparks are more important
in the inception of the fire.
3. Tractor and chimney ejErks are manifestly dieelmilar
because of the difference in the fuel used in the
internal combustion engine and the dwelling.
4, The losses resulting from chimney spares are limited
almost entirely to the dwelling whereas tractor and
locomotive spai^s are particularly destructive to
ripened grain, dry grass and crops.
-17-
ANALYSIS OF* PROBLEM
Statietloal Study of Fire Losses
Soarks on combustible roofs as a cause of rural fires
strike chiefly at dwellings. For this reason the importance
of the dwelling as an item in the annual rural and country fire
waste becomes very pertinent to the work reported in this
manuscript.
The purposes of the brief statistical survey of the rural
losses as herein presented were:
1. To establish the importance of the rural dwelling
in the list of property damaged by fire in rural
Iowa,
2» To investigate the dwelling as a vulnerable point of
attack In a campaign to reduce the rural losses.
3. To establish the Importance of chimney sparks as one
of the causes of dwelling fires in rural Iowa.
Property dana^yed
The relative amount of damage caused to rural buildings
by fire taken as an average over the five year period, 1930-
1934, is shown in Figure 1, The dwelling in the composition
of the total loss represented 49 percent of the total waste.
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The significance of the dwelling Is even more striking
in the ma3ce-up of the country losses (Average 1930-1934) as
shown in Figure 2. Appro:cimately 57 percent of the total
damage may be attributed to farm dwellings.
Known causes of rural dwelling flrea
Figure 3 shows the comparative significance of the known
causes of rural dwelling fires for each year, 1930-1934, and
the average for the five year period. In two years, 1931 and
1934, the damage resulting from sparks on roof fires greatly
exceeded that coning from any other ca\ise. For the remaining
years of the survey defective flues was the most important
cause although in each case sparks on roof fires were very
significant. Over a five year period approximately the same
amount of damage v/as reported for each of the two causes.
The percentage of fires caused by sparks on roofs is
probably considerably greater than shown above. Many of the
fires attributed to defective flues are believed to be caused
by chimney sparks. In the final stages of a fire where the
true cause has not and cannot be ascertained, investigating
officials are prone to look for a defective flue. If found,
the fire is often attributed to this cause without sufficient
Justification.
-21-
The Use of Spark Arresters on Rural Dwellings
The extended use of spark arresters has heen comparatively
recent. A fev; farmers early realized the possibilities of such
protection and as a result several homemade arresters, such as
is shown in Figure 4, appeared.
With the introduction of the domestic spark arrester on a
conunercial basis insurance companies became very interested In
the poBslbllities of preventing a large proportion of their
losses by the installation of this sintple device. The lowa
Farmers' Mutual Reinsurance Association of CJrinnell, loira, has
installed during the past three years approximately 4,000 arres
ters on dwellings in the iniral sections of the state.
Desirability of a soark arrester
The desirability of a spark arrester can best by appre
ciated by a study of the Important position that chimney sparks
hold among the causes of rural flx^es. A typical roof fire
tragedy is shown in Figure 5.
Noncombustible roofing material presents the solution to
the roof fire problem. However, there are In every community
wooden shingle roofs which are still serviceable but which are
in a condition as to present a real fire liazard. Under these
conditions the spark arrester offers real possibilities in the
reduction of the annual fire waste by preventing the burning of
-22-
Pig. 4, A Spark Arrester of Early Design
Fig. 5. A Typical Roof Fire Tragedy
-23-
these dllaplds-ted roofs by chimney sparks.
Requirements of a soark arrestei*
Peikert (14) has briefly outlined the requirements of a
spark arrester as follows!
1. Present a maximum of protection against the release
of large live sparks fi*om the chimney.
2. Remain reasonably free from soot and other obstruc
tions over an extended period of use.
3. Admit of easy cleaning should clogging occur,
4. Not interfere with the natural draft of the chimney.
5. Be made of a material which will be durable for a
reasonable length of time.
Trends in soark arrester design
The first spark arrester, as Illustrated by Figure 4, was
made of very fine wire mesh. Ologging difficulties were ex
perienced and openings soon appeared in the side walls of the
arrester, the area of which approximated the area of the f^ue.
The completely enclosed ainrester constrxicted of medium large
mesh appeared somewhat later, stressing safety as the foremost
consideration in design. Recently several arresters have been
placed on the market of the open top style with no openings in
the side walls. The top opening is in all cases protected by
a baffle of some design.
-24-
The National Fire Protection Association (12) through the
committee on manufacturing hazards has set up a tentative stan
dard for the design, construction and Installation of domestic
spark arresters. The standard as set forth has resulted in
much discussion and vrill, no doubt, have a tendency to bring
about standardization of the design and construction of the
domestic spark arrester.
-25-
EXPERIMKNTAL
Spark Arresters Tested
An effort was made to select representative styles of
arresters for testing purposes throu^iout the work as reported
in this manuscript.
The specifications of the arresters tested were as follovrs:
!♦ Arrester: Mutual
Manufactured by: National Supply and Service
Corporation, Crawfoivisville, Indiana
I &
Overall dimensions: Width, 11" Length,
Height, 12"
Openings in body: None
3"
Baffles: One, 4-ly^ above the base of the arrester
Size of meshes; Top l/2" x 3/4" From the base of
arrester to of baffle,
1/2" X 3/4" From baffle upward,
3/4" X 3/4" Baffle, 1" x 1"
Figure Number: 6
2, Arrester: Security
Manufactured by: Hudson Manufacturing Company,
Sheridan, Michigan
Overall dimensions: Width, 12" Length, 16"
Height, 13"
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Openlngs in body: None
Baffles: None
Top: In shape of "V"
Meshes: Body, uniform l/2" x l/2" Top, chicken
wire, 3/4" X 1"
Figure Number: 7
3. Arrester: National Open Top, Type A
Manufactured by: National Supply and Service
Corporation, Orawfordsvllle, Indiana
Overall dimensions: Width, 11 1/2" Length, 15 l/s"
Height, 14"
Openings: Total of five. One on each side, 1" x 11 3/4"
One on each end, 1" x S" Openings
centered 6" from base of arrester.
Opening in top, 5 l/2" x 9 l/2"
Baffle: One, 8 l/4" x 13", located 10" upward from
the base of the arrester
Meshes: Uniform throughout, l/2" x 5/8"
Fi gure Numb e r: 8
4. Arrester: National Open Top, Type B
Manufactured by: National Supply and Service
Corporation, Cravrfordsvllle, Indiana
Overall dimensions: Width, 1 1/2" Length, 15 1/2"
Hei^t, 15"
Openings: Total of five. One per wall, l/2" x 8"
"
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centered 7" upv;ard from the base of
the arrester
Meshes: Uniform, l/2" x 5/8"
Figure Number; 9
5. Arrester: National Open Top, Type C
Manufactured by: Hfttlonal Supply and Service
Corporation, Cravrfordsville, Indiana
Overall dimensions: Width, 11" Length, 15"
Hel^t, 15"
Openings: Top only, 5" x 9 1/2"
Baffles; Two. One 8 1/4" x 15" located 12" from the
base of the arrester conforming to
the dimensions of the arrester and
attached to the sides. Opening in
lower baffle, 4" x 8"
Meshes: From base of arrester to a height of 6",
1/2" X 5/8" Lower baffle, 1" x 1"
Elsewhere, 5/8" x 5/8"
Figxire Number: 10
6, Arrester; National Closed Top
Manufactured by; National Supply and Service
Corporation, Grawfordsvllle, Indiana
Overall dimensions: Width, 11 l/2" Length, 16"
Height, 15"
Openings: Eight in all, two per side. Ends, 1/2" x
7 1/2" sides 1/2" x 11 1/2"
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Openings centered 5" and 7" respec
tively upward from base of arrester
Baffles; None
Meshes: Uniform, l/2" x 5/8"
Plgtire Number: 11
7. Arrester: New Style Star
Manufactured by: Star Sparfe Arrester Company,
Oskaloosa, Iowa
Overall dimensions: Width, 12 1/2" Length, 15 l/2"
Height, 12 1/2"
Openings: One In top, 3 l/2" x 12"
Baffles: Three in number. From botton 1, 2, 3.
1. 6 5/4" wide extending full length
of arrester. Measured along outer
wall, 3" upward from base of arrester.
Slopes downward 3/4" In width.
2. Same as baffle 1. 6 3/4" measured
upvrard from base,
3. 6" vrlde. 10 l/2" from base of
arrester measured along outer wall.
Slopes downward 3/4" In width.
The baffles are placed so that
numbers 1 and 3 are on the side where
the top opening Is located. Baffle 2
is on the opposite side.
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8, Arrester: Pioneer
Manufactured, by: James Slocuia, Detroit, Michigan
Overall dimensions: Width, 11" Length, 15"
Height, 15"
Openings in body: Two, 1 1/2" x 11 1/2"
Baffles; None
Meshes: Diamond shaped, 3/8" x 3/4"
Description: The side vralls extend vertically 6" and
from there are inclined in a roof-
like form inward, malcing a cross
section of 5" x 11 l/2", FVom this
point the vralls extend vertically
for 4", The two openings are
directly above the inclined portion.
Figure Number: 13
9. Arrester: Pioneer, Type B,
Manufactured by: James Slocum, Detroit, Michigan
Overall dimensions: Width, 10" Length, 15"
Height, 17"
Openings in body: Top only, 5" x 13"
Baffles: The single baffle is 7" in width extending
the length of the arrester. On either
side is a flat web 1" in width. From
the inner edge of the webs the baffle
is circular in section, being convex
-34-
In plan. The webs and the top of
the clrciilar section are 5" and 3",
respectively, from the top of the
arrester.
Meshes: Uniformly diamond shaped, 3/8" x 3/4"
Description: The width is uniform to a height of 12"
from which point the side walls
gradually taper to a width of 6".
Tlie length is uniform. Surrounding
the top are webs 1" in width, those
along the length being turned down-
vrard and those along the v/idth being
turned upward.
Figure Number: 14
10. Arrester "G"
The **0-" arrester as shown in Figure 15 was bxiilt
in connection with the worte as reported in this manu
script. A baffle, shaped like a hip roof, was made of
16 gauge sheet iron and had dimensions of 8" in width,
15" in length, and 5" In height. The design of the
solid metal baffle resulted from suggestions offered
by Professor Henry Giese of the Agricultural Engineering
Department, Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa. The
baffles as fotind in the National Open Top, Type C,
(described above) were removed and the solid baffle
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spaced imiformly In the arrester, Imvlng the upper
edge of the "basket-like, shaped baffle 12" from the
base of the arrester.
Figure 16 shows views and development of the
baffle. The metal was fastened by means of rivets.
The baffle situated within the arrester is shown in
Figure 17.
All arresters tested were of galvanized finish except the
Pioneer and the Pioneer, Type B, which were, according to the
manufacturer, cadmium plated.
Aims of the Investigation
Despite the many spark arrester designs which are on the
maricet at the present time very little is known in regard to the
relative merits of each. Field experience has indicated that,
with several of the arresters now installed, clogging is a
serious difficulty. Furthermore, although an encouraging degree
of safety has been attained, roof fires have been reported on
dwellings protected by spark arresters.
The aims of the investigation were as follows:
1. To investigate the susceptibility of arresters to
clogging.
2. To detemine the effect of a clogged arrester upon
the movements of the air currents within the chimney.
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5. To determine the path followed by amolce arising
through a clogged arrester.
4, To investigate the physical properties of soot
particles.
5. To investigate the pOBSibllities of freeing a
chimney of soot tfy the addition of some active or
catalytic agent to the firepot.
6. To determine the size of soot particle necessary to
cause ignition of wooden shingle roofs in several
states of repair.
7, To determine the effectiveness of the several spark
arresters on the market at the present time in the
retention and brefiking up of soot particles.
The Clogging of a Spark Arrester
Throughout the clogging tests the equipment as found at
the Agricultural Engineering Ijaboratory, Iowa State College,
Ames, Iowa, was used. The set-up consisted of a heating stove
known as "The New Vulcan". The stove pipe entered the chimney
8 1/2' above the floor. The chimney had the common 2x2 1/2
brick outside dimensions, a height of 19' 8" and extended S'
above the roof. To a height of 17' 2" the inside dimensions
of the flue were 6 1/2" x 11", at which point the opening
enlarged to 9" x 13" for the remaining 2' 6",
-39-
Susceptibility of arresters to clor:F:lnp:
The first portion of the test consisted In the comparison
of several sizes of galvanized wire nesh as to clogging ten
dencies. The screen was cut so as to fit snugly on the Inside
of the chimney and was suspended on v/ires 12" from the top of
the flue. In this manner the effect of wind on the rate of
sooting was made negligible. Conditions throughout the test
were maintained as favorable as possible to the foimation of
soot. An effort v;as made to produce the maximum amount of
smoke at all times.
Ho. 5 mesh screen. The fuel used consisted of fresiily
cut green elm vrood. The mesh screen was placed In the chimney
as described above and buming was carried on continuously for
64 hours. The maximum sooting obtained closed only SO percent
of the areas of the meshes. The test was concluded after a
hard, dashing rain had washed the screen clean of any soot
deposits
The deposit on the screen was light brown in color, of
grainy structure, exhibited slightly oily tendencies and
readily fell from the screen when Jarred or exposed to v;ind.
Other than to show the nature of the soot deposit the test
showed but little as to the susceptibility of the screen to
clogging.
The testing was continued using a fuel charge consisting
of equal parts by weig^it of green elm wood and Iowa coal.
-40-
Burning was carried on continuously for 14 hours, after which
time the screen v/as uniformly covered on the top side with
about 1/16" of soot, the meshes being invisible. Likewise on
the underside the meshes coiild not be seen, the soot hanging
down from the wires in small cone shaped deposits.
By adding Iowa coal to the fuel charge the rate of sooting
was increased greatly, complete obstruction being noted after
14 hours. The collected soot deposit was black, heavy, fine
textured and not as fragile as in the case where wood alone
was used as a fuel.
No. g mesh screen. As In the previous test the fuel charge
consisted of green elm wood and Iowa coal in equal proportions
by wei^t. Burning was continuous for 17 hours after which
period complete obstruction was recorded.
As might be expected the soot deposit on the top of the
screen, although uniform, was not as heavy as in the case of
the No. 3 mesh screen. The cones of eoot formed on the bottom
of the screen were not as long as in the case of the smaller
mesh.
5/4" mesh screen. Using the same fuel proportions and
procedure as in the case of the No. 2 mesh, burning was carried
on continuously for 58 hours. Final observation showed the
sooting deposit to be on the screen unevenly, the maximum
deposit being found near the center of the screen. In the
regions showing the heaviest deposits several meshes were
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Glosed to the extent of 70 percent of their total areas.
Arrester. The second portion of the test had to do with
observations made on the rate of sooting of an arrester. A
National Open Top, Type B, was used for the testing.
Again the fuel charge consisted of green elm wood and Iowa
coal in equal proportions by weight. Burning was continuous
for 430 hours, after vfhich period a hard dashing rain washed
the arrester clean. Fippares 18, 19, and 20 show the arrester
after 76, 242, and 430 hours of burning respectively. The
arrester, washed clean by rain, is shovm in Figure 21.
Limitations as to time prevented further tests to deter
mine the susceptibility of arresters to clogging. Difficulty
was experienced in approaching actual conditions in the labora
tory because of the varied fuels used by the farmer, differences
in weather and other highly variable factors. TJie weather is
the most important consideration in the rate at which clogging
will occur.
Path followed by smoke arlsinp: through a clogpred arrester
Laboratory and field experience indicated the Irapracti-
bility of securing arresters vhich Irnd been clogged xmder
actual field conditions for use in the experimentation. After
observing actual clogging in the field, an effort was made to
approach the nature of this clogging in the laboratory by
synthetic means. Utilizing a mixture of casein glue, sawdust.
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and fine sand, the meshes of each arrester v/ere filled aa
illustrated in Figure 22.
lov/a coal was used for fuel in the stove. The flames
were kept at a smothered stage conducive to the production of
a heavy, black smoke.
As the smoke issued from the flue each arrester in a syn
thetically clogged condition was placed on the chimney top.
When a noticeable wind was in evidence the smoke would pass
with difficulty through the clogged meshes of the arrester.
With no wind In evidence the smoke followed the path of least
resistance. In the arresters having no free openings the smoke
sought the larger meshes. In the open top style of arrester
and those halving free body openings the smoke followed the path
of the openings.
The effect of a ologf?ed arrester on the movement of air
currents within the Ghlmnfiy
An opening 8 1/2" x 9 l/2" was made in the base of the
laboratory chimney, A small S" fan was placed In the opening
10" from the bottom of the flue.
An anemometer, manufactured by the Taylor Instrument
Company, Rochester, New York, was employed to measure the
velocity of the air currents within the flue,
A second opening was made in the chimney 2 1/2 feet from
the top. Just above the point where the cross sectional area
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of the flue enlarged. Arrangements were made so that the
opening could be closed after the anemometer had been Inserted,
The fan at the base of the chimney vras started. Tlie
instrument was Inserted and eleven readings taiien, holding the
anemometer in turn in each of the four corners for two readings
and finally In the middle of the flue for the final three
readings.
The velocity of the air currents In the flue was calcu
lated without an arrester and also after each synthetically
clogged arrester had been installed on the clilmney top. Cor
rections were made for the stated error of the Instrument.
The results of the exoerlmentation are shown in Table I.
Table I. The Kffect of Clogged Arrester on the Movement of
Air Currents Within the Flue
Av. Reading
ft./min.
Correction
ft./mln.
Velocity
ft./sec.
Without Arrester 252 -18 4.50
Nat. Open Top, Type A 241 -18 4.31
Nat. Open Top, Type C 256 -18 4.23
Nat. Open Top, Type B 220 -18 3.97
Pioneer 216 -18 3.90
Security 210 -13 3.80
Closed Top (National) 208 -18 3.76
Star 184 -18 3.26
Mutua.l 180
•
-18
•
3.20
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The three open top arresters, Kait)nal Open top. Types
A, B, and C, exhibited the least tendency to reduce the veloc
ity of the air currents in the flue v/hen installed on the
chimney in a clogged condition. These three arresters had the
greatest area of free body openings of the eight arresters
tested.
The Pioneer arrester gave good results when placed under
test. The Security and National Closed Top arresters exhibited
about the same properties under test with velocities of 3.SO
and 3.76 feet per second, respectively. The latter two arrest
ers did not have baffles. The final two arresters, the Star
sjad the Mutual, seemed to reduce the velocity of the air
currents a maximxam.
Prom the results the eight arresters tested seem to divide
themselves into three groups as regards their effect on the
velocity of the air currents within the flue. Briefly, this
classification might be as follows:
1, The open top arresters with bajffles.
2, The closed top arresters without baffles.
3, The closed top arresters vfith baffles.
In the first groi:^ should be Included the Pioneer arrester
because, although not strictly of the open top style, the free
body openings are very near the top. The Inclined roof-like
form inward also has the effect of a baffle.
The Star arrester might be placed In the third group. The
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upper baffle is of very small mesh and is located only a short
distajice under the opening.
Characteristics of Soot Particles
Soot samples were collected from various residential
chimneys throughout the state. Care was exercised in removing
the particles from the flue so as to secure the samples in the
largest possible sizes.
Density determinations
The soot particles were pls.ced on cross section paper and
the outline of each specimen traced by a pencil. By the use of
a planlmeter the area of the traced surface was detemined.
The average height of the several particles was estimated by
means of small calipers placed lightly over the specimens.
After all measurements had been secured the v/eight of each soot
particle was taken. The larger specimens were selected for use
in the test because of the less liklihood of error arising from
the procedure used.
The 140 samples collected at random for the test seemed
to divide themselves readily into two groups. The specimens
of the first group were light and fragile as compared to those
of the second groiip 7rhich were heavy and dense. The particles
found in the second grouping appeared to have been at one time
in the molten state and to have run together and solidified
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Into various odd siiapes and patterns. Figure 23 shows the
variance in the density of the particles. The specimens on
the right belong to the low density group and those to the
left to the high density grouping.
Prom- experience gained In securing the samples the state
ment may be made that the more dense particles were secured
from those heating plants where wood was used for fuel. Kie
lighter particles were talcen from coal heating units.
Table II shows the steps followed in determining the
density of the particles. Ten representative particles were
selected for the table.
Table II. Density Determinations of
Ten Representative Soot Particles
Av. Size Av.Height
cm.
Volume
cu. cm.
Weight Gr. Density
Gr./cu. cm,
64.52 1.27 81.90 10.00 0.121
159.30 1.27 202.10 11.20 0.055
50.10 2.54 147.90 10.50 0.071
73.55 2.54 187.00 12.30 0.066
67.75 1.91 129.00 12.20 0.088
15.81 1.91 30.19 12.55 0.416
12.28 2.28 28.05 13.60 0.485
18.09 2.28 41.30 16.70 0.405
25.80 1.27 32 .79 17.65 0.540
34.82 2.54 88.50 49,10 0.556
2
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Fig. 24. Density Detei^mlnatlons of
140 Soot Particles Selected at Random
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Only five particles examined could not be readily placed
"by simple inspection into the high or low density groins. The
densities have been charted and are shown In Figure 24.
Weight-heat relationships
The soot particles of lov/ density were first esromined as
to their susceptlhlllty to heat. The specimens were placed on
a wire gauze and the Bunson burner flame applied directly.
Knowing the weight of the sanple before heating and the wel^t
of the vflre gauze, the loss of weight brought about by the
heating process could be readily determined by weighing the
gauze and sample together directly after heating. The particles
were heated uniformly for a period of 6 seconds per 0.1 gram of
weight.
The particles were found to be very susceptible to heat.
Seventy-two particles of the lower density group were examined.
Table III shows the results of the heating process.
The larger soot oarticles were not heated because diffi
culty was experienced in distributing the heat uniformly with
out disintegrating the mass. The average loss of weight of
the particles examined was 48.23 percent.
The particles falling in the high density group were also
examined as to their susceptibility to heat. The seine procedure
was used as in the case of the lifter particles except that an
evaporating dish was used rather than a wire gauze. Each
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Table III. The Effect of Heat Upon the Soot Particles of the
Low Density Grot^
No. of Samples
Exam1ned
Weight Before
Heating
(Gramfl)
Average Weight
After Heating
(Grams^
Percent Loss
In
WftlEfht
4 0.20 0.09 55.0
3 0,35 0.17 51.5
6 0.40 0.22 45.0
2 0.45 0.24 46.6
8 0.50 0.26 48.0
2 0.55 0.28 49.1
5 0,60 0.35 41.6
3 0.85 0.42 50.6
8 0.90 0.47 47.8
3 1.00 0.52 48.0
4 1.10 0.59 46.4
3 1.15 0.60 47.8
4 1.30 0.69 47.0
5 1»40 0.72 48.5
4 1.50 0.73 51.3
2 1.70 0.87 48.8
2 2.05 1.02 : 50.2
4 2.20 1.09 50.0
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pa.rticle was heated a total of three times, the material being
allov/ed to cool between heatings. The heating Interval was
based on the original weight.
The heavier particles soon melted xmder the action of heat.
When a flame was passed over the molten material, a flash
occurred although the substance refused to bum, the ignition
point of the material being above the temperature range of
Ihe Bunsen burner. The results of thirty-three samples examined
were all very similar and Table IV was made to show only typical
weight reductions.
Table IV. The Effect of Heat Upon the Soot Particles of the
High Density Group
Wt. Before
Heating
{GramRj
After 1st
Heating
(Grams)
;After 2nd
Heating
(Grams)
After 3rd
Heating
(OrarasT
Tlrae of
each Ht.
(Sec.):
Maximum %
Loss in
Welfcht
6.4 6,3 6.3 6.3 64 1.56
13.7 13.2 13.1 13.1 137 4.38
20.8 20.5 20.3 20.3 208 2.40
24,7 24.2 24.1 24.1 247 2.43
25.2 25,0 24,9 24.9 252 1.19
49.0 48.3 48.8
•
1
48.8 490
I
1
0.408
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Freeing a chimney of soot by the addition of metfilltc glncs
to the flrepot
The laboratory stove and chimney, ag described on page 3S,
were utilized for the test, Iowa coal was used for fuel and
burning was continuous for three days, A-t the end of this
period about 1/3" of fleecy soot deposit was uniformly distrib
uted along the periphery of the stovepipe and a thin layer of
soft soot lined the Inside of the chimney walls.
The stove was at a red heat at the time the zinc was added
In the form of seven fruit Jar caps. A camera was stationed
on the roof so tlmt any visible results could be photographed.
At the time the zinc was throvm Into the stove a charac
teristic black coal smoke was issuing from the flue. After
a period of two minutes had elapsed from the time the zinc had
been placed In the flrepot, a very white smoke was arising
from the chimney top. At the end of four minutes a noticeable
upflow of soot was evident. The soot continued coming from
the chimney for a period of approximately two minutes. No
flames or other signs of burning v/lthln the chimney coTild be
observed. The velocity of the chimney gases was Increased but
not to the point of violence. The seven zinc caps v/ere suffi
cient to cause a wjilte smoke to aaerge from the chimney for a
period of 25 minutes. Figures 25, 26, 27, 28 show views of
the chimney top at intervals throughout the test.
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Fig. 25. Chimney Before Zinc V
Had Been Placed in Firepot
Fig. 27, Chimney 4 Minutes
After Placing Zinc in Firepot
Fig, 86, Chimney 2 Minutes
x^After Placing Zinc in Firepot
i!
Fig, 28, Chimney 25 Minutes
After Placing Zinc in Firepot
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An examination of the set-up after the test had "been con
cluded showed the sides of the firepot to be lined with a white
ci7"stalline material. The chimney also had a noticeable deposit
of the metallic deposit distributed on the walls.
Examination after cooling showed that, although the soot
was not entirely gone, the deposit had been very definitely
decreased. Furthermore, Inspection showed that more soot had
left the stovepipe and chimney than had escaped the flue in
the solid form,
A chemical explanation of the phenomenon is posd-ble.
When zinc changes to the oxide form the reaction is exothermic,
84,600 calories of heat being given off by each gram molecular
weight of the metal oxidized. The carbon on the inside of the
heating plant being subjected to this heat Is oxidized and
passes from the flue as the oxide (CO).
Imition •proriertieg of the soot particle
The cliief function of the sparl^ arrester is to retain or
to break up the soot particles into a size too small to cause
Ignition of the wooden shingle roof. The purpose of the fol
lowing tests was to determine this dangerous sized particle,
taking into consideration shingles of various ages and in
several states of repair.
Difficulty is experienced with clogging if the meshes of
the arrester are too small, A medium must be established ao
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tliat the mesh size will be effective In either brecOclng up or
retaining the dangerous particles but which will present the
minimum difficulty from clogging.
Only the soot partioles of the low density groi^ are im
portant from the standpoint of roof fires and the spark arres
ter. As heretofore explained, the specimens of the high density
groi^) melted when e^roosed to heat. During a chimney burnout
the molten material can often be seen dripping down into the
fireplace.
The five roof sections used during the test may be briefly
described as follows:
No. 1, These shingles were laid new in 1934. The section
secured was 3' x All the shingles were lying flat, seemed
flm and in good condition. The shingles were of red cedar
perhaps originally graded as No. 1, Random widths had been
used. The individual shingle was 16" in length, varying in
thickness from 5/8" at the butt end to 3/32* at the other ex
tremity. Although the portion of the shingles laid to the
weather varied, an average would have been 4 3/4". Tlie average
moisture content of the shingles was found to be 10 percent.
No, 2, The shingles in this section consisted of those
taken from No. 1 which were unharmed in the process of testing.
Each uninjured slab was removed from the above section, dipped
in zinc oxide paint to a depth of 10" and relald on the original
frameworks. A li^t, second coat of the same paint was applied
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after the shingles had been laid. Before testing the section
was allov/ed to stand for 72 hours. An analysis of the paint
used as taJcen from the can was as follows:
Ferric oxide 1.3^
Carbon 0.8^
Zinc oxide 40.5jS
Linseed oil 19.3^
Floor varnish 38.1^
The shingles were relald 5" to the weather.
No. 3. The section was originally a cupola on a small
storage at the Iowa State Agricultural Engineering Farm. The
base measured 4' x 4', and the height was recorded as 1'8".
The shingles were of red cedar. Each slab was 16" in length,
varying in thiclcness from 1/4" at the butt end to 3/32" at the
other extremity. The shingles were of random widths and laid
5 l/S" to the weather. The slabs were not noticeably curled,
although they were somewhat soft, having a slight mossy feeling.
A definite impression could be made in the shingles with the
finger nail. The age of the section was estimated to be 15
years. The severe weathering which the shingles had undergone
made the grading of the slabs difficult althou^^ the original
grading was perhaps No. 2 red cedar. The moisture content was
determined by analysis to be 6 percent.
No. 4. The section was cut out of an old grain storage
building on the Agricultural Engineering Farm, The dimensions
were 4' in width by 5' in length. The shingles were badly
cxxrled and cracked. The slabs of red cedar originally
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graded as No. 2. Each shingle was 16" In length, 1/4" In
thickness at the butt end and diminishing to 3/52" at the
other extremity. The shingles were laid 5 3/4" to the
weather. The estimated age of the section was 30 years. An
analysis showed the moisture content to be 9 percent.
No. 5, The section consisted of the shingles that re
mained uninjured after the testing of No. 4 had been completed.
The shingles were carefully removed, dipped in paint, as men
tioned previously, relaid on the original sheathing and again
painted. The slabs were relaid 5" to the weather. The paint
was allowed to dry for 72 hours before the testing of the
section was undertaken.
Each roof section was set up at a quarter pitch. The
soot samples were weighed on the balance Into classes of 25
milligrams. Five samples were weighed out for each weight
class per section tested. The particles were heated by a
Bunsen burner with a flame divider attachment. The flame was
kept uniform throughout the test. The particles were held in
the flame by means of crucible tongs and heated tv/elve seconds
for every one hundred mllllgraine of weight. Plgiires 29 , 30,
and 31 indicate tlie tliree steps in the test, weighing, heating,
ai^ applying the particle to the roof deck,
A wind was maintained on the section by a suitable fan.
Nine measurements were taken of the wind velocity perpendicular
to the section, the average being 528 feet per minute, or 6
miles oer hour.
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Fig. 29. Weighing the Soot Particles
for the Ignition Tests
Fig. 30. Heating the Soot Particles
for the Ignition Tests
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Fig, 31. Placing the Incandescent Particle
on the Roof Section
Fig. 3£. Shingles Two Years Old
Just Before Ignition
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The definition of ignition (v) as applied to these tests
Involved a plainly visible flame of growing proportions. Each
particle was given full opportxmlty to Ignite the roof by
allowing the sample to remain on the section untij. all signs
of incandescence had disappeared. Charring (C) was recorded
if, when the heated specimen was dropped on the roof, definite
signs of burning appeared accompanied by the formation of a
glowing bed of coals which persisted for at least a period of
three minutes, but which later went out without any visible
flame. The notation (o) indicates that neither ignition nor
charring took place.
Under the action of the wind the smaller specimens would
often move about, causing charring to take place in more than
one spot. This did not take place, however, in the case of
the particles sufficiently large to cause ignition.
The heated samples were always placed where possible
between the shingles. This facilitated Ignition, but since
the particles coxild very easily alight in this spot under
actual conditions, the procedure was not considered too severe.
Throughout the testing the tine required for Ignition was
observed. The time interval was detemined beginning at the
time the particle was placed on the roof and ending when a
flame was first noticed. The Ignition time varied from 3-4
minutes for the poorer sections up to 30 minutes for the section
he.ving new shingles. The Interval required for ignition varied
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Inversely as the size of the particle.
The room temnerature was maintained at 76 degrees Fahren
heit throughout the tests,
Ab a heated specimen of sufficient size to cause ignition
was placed on the roof, smol^^lng began almost immediately. The
burning area was soon visible, being glowing red under the
action of the wind. Frequently when the bed of coals would get
to be about 2" in diameter the burning had reached the under
side of the section and a burst of flame would follow. Sup
ported by the sizable bed of coals and aided by the wind, the
flame v/ould spread rapidly, and v/as in all cases very difficult
to extinguish.
Tables V to IX indicate the res\ilte on the sections as
specified in the headings. Figures 52, 33, and 34 show several
views of the roof decks under test. Figure 35 shows the
resxilts of the ignition tests in graphic fona.
As indicated in Table V, the test was concluded without
one hundred percent ignition being secured. The reasons for
this procedure are several, amonf; which may be mentioned:
1. A soot particle suitable for this test procedure
weighing above 2500 milligrams is far too large to
pass through any spark arrester on the market at the
present time.
2. A sample weighing above the limits of the test would
not likely alight on the roof as a result of a chimney
-66-
Table V. Ignition Properties of Soot Particles
When Placed on Shingles Two Years Old
Hoof Section I
Weight Range of Time Heated
Particles, Trials gee.
426-450 0 0 0 0 0 54
451-475 0 0 0 0 0 57
476-500 0, 0 0 0 0 60
501-525 o 0 G 0 0 63
526-550 0 0 G 0 0 66
551-575 0 0 0 0 0 69
576-600 0 0 0 G 0 72
601-625 0 C 0 0 o 75
626-650 0 0 0 o 0 78
651-675 0 0 0 0 G 81
676-700 0 0 0 0 0 84
701-725 C C 0 0 G 87
727-750 C 0 0 0 G 90
751-775 a C 0 0 G 93
776-800 0 C 0 0 0 96
SOl-825 0 c G 0 G 99
826-850 0 0 0 G 0 102
851-875 c G G G G 105
876-900 c 0 G G G 108
901-925 0 c G G G 111
926-950 c 0 G G G 114
951-975 c G G 0 C 117
976-1000 G 0 G G G 120
2426-2450 G G V C G 294
2451-2475 G G 0 0 G 297
2476-2500 c C V G G 300
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bixrnout. The upward velocity of the air currents
resulting from a burnout would not be siafflcient to
carry a particle of this size.
3. Particles weighing above 2,000 milligrams showed a
marked tendency to fall apart when heated under the
action of the burner for the period allotted.
The results of the test Indicate that fires resulting
from sparks alighting on a new wooden shingle roof are very
improbable.
From the results as tabulated in Table VI the beneficial
Influence of the paint in adding to the fire resistivity of
the shingles may be questioned. The findings seem to support
other research (13) that has been reported on the fire preven-
tative properties of paint,
Ae with Section I the test was discontinued without
securing one hundred percent ignition upon reaching a particle
weighing 2,500 milligrams.
Table VII seems to indicate that old shingles, even in
apparently good condition, are subjected to ignition by com
paratively small soot particles. The softness of the shingle
facilitates b;irning and the rapid spread of the flame.
The findings recorded in Table VIII v/ould seem to condemn
even more strongly the badly weathered wooden shingle roof as
a definite fire menace*
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Table VI. Ignition Properties of Soot Particles
\Vlien Placed on Freslily Painted Shingles Two Years Old
Roof Section II
Weight ReiiQe of Time Heated
Particles, me:. Trials aec.
451-475 0 0 0 0 0 57
476-500 0 C 0 o 0 60
501-525 0 0 0 C 0 63
526-550 0 0 0 0 0 66
551-575 C 0 0 0 G 69
576-600 C 0 0 0 C 72
601-625 0 0 0 0 0 75
626-650 0 0 0 0 0 78
651-675 0 C 0 0 G 81
676-700 0 0 C 0 0 • 84
701-725 a C 0 0 o 87
726-750 c 0 0 C G 90
751-775 o G 0 0 0 93
776-800 0 0 C 0 G 96
801-825 0 C c C 0 99
826-850 C 0 0 0 0 102
851-875 0 c G 0 G 105
876-900 c c 0 c G 108
901-925 111
2426-2450 0 c C 0 G 294
2451-2475 c c C c G 297
2476-2500 c V 0 c G
•
•
300
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Table VII, Ignition Properties of Soot Particles
When Placed on Shingles Fifteen Years Old
Roof Section III
Weight Range of
Particle, me. T-rialfi
Time Heated
sec.
251-275 o 0 0 0 0 33
276-2500 0 C 0 0 0 36
301-325 o 0 0 0 0 39
326-350 0 C 0 0 0 42
351-375 0 0 0 0 0 45
376-400 0 0 0 0 0 48
401-425 0 0 0 0 0 51
426-450 0 0 0 0 0 54
451-475 c 0 0 0 c 57
476-500 0 C 0 0 0 60
501-525 0 0 c 0 C 63
526-550 0 0 C c C 66
551-575 0 c C 0 0 69
576-600 0 c C C 0 72
601-625 c c 0 C c 75
626-650 0 c c V c 78
651-675 c 0 V V c 81
676-700 0 c V V V 84
701-725 V V V V V 87
726-750 V V V V V 90
751-900 V V V V V 93
801-825 V V V V V 96
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Table VIII. Ignition Properties of Soot Particles
When Placed, on Shingles Thirty Years Old
Roof Section IV
Weisiit Range of
Particles, mp:- Trials
Time Heated
sec.
126-150 0 0 0 0 0 18
151-175 0 0 0 0 0 21
176-200 0 C c 0 0 24
201-225 C 0 0 0 0 27
226-250 0 C 0 0 0 30
251-275 0 0 0 C 0 33
276-300 C G C C 0 36
301-325 0 0 0 0 0 39
326-350 0 0 0 c c 42
351-375 C 0 0 0 0 45
376-400 C 0 C c 0- 48
401-425 c c 0 c 0 51
426-450 c V V 0 c 54
451-475 V V V V V; 57
476-500 V V •V V V 60
Table IX. Ignition Properties of Soot Particles
When Placed on Freshly Painted Siilngles Tliirty Years Old
Roof Section V
Weight Range of
ParticleR. mar. Trials
Time Heated
see.
151-175 0 0 0 0 0 21
176-200 0 0 0 0 0 24
201-225 0 G 0 0 0 27
226-250 0 0 0 0 o 30
251-275 0 C 0 0 0 33
276-300 o 0 c 0 0 36
301-325 0 0 0 0 0 39
326-350 0 0 G 0 0 42
351-375 0 C 0 0 0 45
376-400 0 G G G 0 48
401-425 0 0 0 G G 51
426-450 0 0 G G G 54
451-475 o C G G G 57
476-500 V c G G 0 60
501-525 V V V G V 63
526-550 V V V V V 66
551-575 V V V V V 69
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The paint applications had some effect in making the slabs
more fire resistant, as is shown in Table IX. In relaying the
shingles, however, the same deteriorated condition of the sec
tion was not attained. At best the added fire protection was
slight and the shingles remained very sugceptlble to ignition.
The value of the ignition teets made on the painted sec
tions may be questioned from two standpoints. First, the paint
was not of a tyoe commonly used for exterior finishes, and
secondly, the drying period of 72 hours v;as perhaps too short.
The paint used was recommended for use on floor surfaces.
The Effectiveness of the Spark Arrester
The object of the following tests was to determine the
effectiveness of the domestic spark arresters on the market
at the present time In controlling the escape of soot particles.
Nine spark arresters, the specifications of VThlch have been
given previously, were tested. All the arresters v;ere syn
thetically clogged as described heretofore.
The fan furnishing the side draft was manufactured by
the General Klectrlc Gompeuiy. The blades were 16" in diameter.
Although the speed could be regulated through three positions,
only the highest speed vras used. The center of the fan face
was situated 9" below the top of the chimney and inclined at
an angle of 30 degrees with the horizontal. The distance from
the fan face to the nearest side of the arrester was maintained
-72-
at 30". Figure 36 shov/s the fan furnishing the side draft in
the position as used in the test.
A grain blower was utilized to furnish the movement of
the air currents within the chimney. The trade name of the
blower was "Invincible", manufactured by the U. S. Wind Engine
and Pump Company, Batavia, Illinois. The specified speeds
were 650-1200 R.P.M. and the power requirement was rated aa
6-8 H.P. for normal conditions. The blower vrheel was 21" in
diameter, A speed indicator registered 900 R.P.M, when in
serted In the 9 1/2" pulley.
The power was furnished the blower by a General Electric,
repulsion-induction 3 H.P., portable electric motor connected
for 110 volt operation, drawing 27 amperes. The full load
speed was listed as 1725 R.P.M, A speed indicator inserted
in the 4 pulley registered the operating speed as 1786
R.P.M, The motor and grain blower were connected by means of
a 5" canvas belt. The motor was equipped with a magnetic switch,
Figure 37 shows the blower and power unit connected ready for
operation.
A model chimney was constructed of 24 gauge galvanized
sheet metal. The overall hel^t was 49" with the inside dimen
sions increasing uniformly for a distance of 19", the measure
ments of the base being 27" x 27", Beginning also at a point
30" from the top, the 9" x 13" rectangular cross section was
gradually transformed into a circular cross section 14" in
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dieuneter, Tlie circular section was developed through a distance
of 10 Inches. Located 9" from the chimney top was a metal tray-
made with a frameworlc of 1/8** rod and covered with No. 3 wire
mesh. The base of the chimney was placed 18" from the floor
so as to accommodate the grain blower. Figures 38, 39, and
40 show views of the chimney,
A framework of cheesecloth surrounded the model chimney,
being placed 20" from the chimney top. The receiving table,
as shown in Figure 36, was V x 7*.
The blower and motor were connected by means of a canvas
belt. The chimney was set up 19" from the floor, centered over
the outlet of the blower. The framework of cheesecloth was
placed in position.
The fifteen particles composing the typical charge placed
in the chimney consisted of five soot samples weighing 375
milligrams, five wel^iing 575 milligrams, and five weighing
775 milligrams. Figure 41 shows the typical charge. The
specimens were carefully placed on the metal tray within the
chimney.
The fan furnishing the side draft was started, time being
allowed for the gaining of full speed. The motor driving the
blower was then started. At the expiration of one minute the
blower and fan were stopped, the soot particles which had not
passed through the arrester were rearranged on the tray and
the orocesB reoeated. Five one minute runs were carried out
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for each arrester tested,
Wlien the final run had been completed, the soot particles
which had passed the arrester were taken from the cheesecloth.
The larger speciniens (weighing over 50 milligrams) were weighed
individually. In addition, the total weight of the portion of
the charge escaping the arrester was determined*
The velocity of the air striking the side of the arrester
and knovm as side draft was measured by means of the anemometer.
The base of the instrument was held at the center of the arres
ter's side and the body inclined so that the anemometer was in
a plane parallel to that of the fan face. As has been previously
stated, the center of the fan was maintained 30" from the center
of the side of the arrester nearest the fan. An average of ten
readings taken with the anemometer indicated a wind velocity of
710 feet per minute or 8 mi^es per hour on the nearest side of
the arrester.
Ten readings were taken within the model chimney on the
metal tray upon vrhich the soot particles rested. An average
was 1772 feet per minute or 20 miles per hour.
The selection of the size of soot oarticle which repre
sents a definite fire threat is necessary before the results
of the test may be presented. Referring to the Ignition tests
previously reported, the smallest particle causing actual
ignition on old and badly weathered shingles weighed between
426-450 milligrams. Particles weighing between 376-400
-79-
mllllgramg caused one hundred percent charring when tested on
the same section^ Realizing that charring is a potential fire
threat, a particle weighing over 375 milligrams will be termed
a "dangerous sized" particle in the analysis of the results
herein presented. The particle of the least wel^t which pro
duced charring in the Ignition tests fell wltliin the 151-175
milligram weight class. In tabulating the results of the
tests a particle weighing over 150 milligrams has been termed
"questionable".
Table X shows the number of larger size particles escaping
the arresters tested. Table XI shows some percentage weight
relationships based on the material passing each arrester.
The analysis of the escaping charge is shown graphically in
Figure 43, and in Figure 44 is shown the percentage of particles
escaoing the arresters based on the total original charge.
The arbitrarily selected standards in regard to the weight
of the Darticles termed "dangerous" and "questionable" respec
tively were severe. In choosing the standards, safety was
the chief consideration.
Thi^ughout the test several observations were made with
reference to the behavior of the soot particles v/ithln the
several arresters under the action of the air flow, A few
brief comments concerning each arrester will be made.
1, Pioneer. The arrester offered but little resistance
to the escape of the soot particles from the openings near the
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top. No swirling motion of the particles was In evidence.
The small box-like top where the openings are located was not
in line with the main body of the arrester, and as a result
the air currents readily carried the particles from the arrester
without serious breakage. Of the total charge escaping the
arrester 65 percent of the escaped portion consisted of par
ticles which have been terroed dangerous. As a result of the
test, the arrester in question should be classed as very
unsatisfactory. Figure 45 shows the particles that passed the
arrester.
£• National Ooen Too. Tvoe A, Under the action of the
upward blast of air within the chimney and the side draft, the
particles gained a rotary motion within the arrester. Without
difficulty the specimens would float from the openings in the
side of the arrester. The top opening failed to offer passage
to any of the particles except those that had been broken very
fine. The lip protecting the top opening proved effective In
preventing the escape of the particles. Because of the oassage
of the particles through the side openings the arrester gave
very unsatisfactory test results. The portion of the charge
escaping the arrester is shown in Figure 46.
3. National Closed Top. As in the case of the arrester
Just described the side openings proved very disastrous to the
ability of the arrester to retain the soot particles. Again
the rotary motion of the oartlcles v/ithin the arrester was
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noted. The results recorded for tills arrester were very un
satisfactory. Figure 47 indicates the size of the particles
escaping the arrester,
4. National Open Top> Tvoe B. This arrester was very
similar to the National Open Top, Type A, except that the area
of the side openings was not as great. As a result the arrester
gave a correspondingly better test. Tlie top opening was not
an offender in the passage of particles, the lip overhanging
the opening being very effective in the retardation of the
specimens. The results for the arrester v/ere fair. Figure 48
shows the particles that passed the arrester during the test.
5. Star. The particles would find their way between the
baffle spaces and usually would be broken fine before they would
escape the arrester chiefly through the top opening. However,
several particles, including one large dangerous sized specimen,
followed the path of the air currents directly and escaped the
arrester without serious breakage. The total charge escaping
was held within a reasonable figure. Figure 49 shows the
escaping charge. The results of the test would seemingly give
the arrester a rating of fair.
6. National Ooen Tod. Type 0. This arrester had no free
openings except the one located in the top. Overhanging the
top opening was a lip which, as previously stated, was very
effective in retarding the particles. Furthermore, the opening
was guarded by a baffle. As shown in Table X, no specimens of
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a dangerous size and a very small percentage of questionable
sized particles escaped the arrester. Figure 50 shows the
finely divided charge that escaped the arrester during test.
The results would give the arrester a rating of good.
Security. No free openings were found in the body
of the arrester. The larger sized particles escaped through
the No, 2 chicken wire mesh of which the top is constructed.
As In the case of the arrester Just described, no dangerous
sized oartlcles escaped the arrester. With the Security,
however, a slightly larger percent of a^uestionable sized par
ticles passed the arrester than in the case of the National
Open Top, Type C. The arrester showed good performance under
test. The particles escaping are shown in Figure 51.
Q- "Q"- As previously described, the arrester had no
free body openings except the one located in the top. Pro
tecting this opening was a sheet iron baffle in the form of
an inverted pyramid and placed 3" from the top of the arrester.
Under the action of the air currents within the chimney the
soot particles ascended into the arrester. Following the air
currents, the particles traveled between the baffle and the
arrester. As quickly as the particles had gained the edge of
the baffle the air velocity was greatly reduced, the specimens
falling into the basket-like baffle. As shown in Figure 42,
9 of the 15 particles composing the original charge entered
the baffle on the first one minute run. No oartlcles of the
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dangerous or questionable sizes escaped the arrester. The
arrester allowed the smallest percentage of the original charge
to escape of any arrester tested. The test results for this
arrester were excellent. Figure 52 shov/s the escaping charge.
9. . The arrester had no free body openings. The
percent of the total charge escaping was small. The arrester
being completely enclosed prevented the passage of any particles
of the dangerous or questionable sizes. Figure 53 shows the
fineness of the escaping charge. As a result of the performance
under test this arrester vrould seemingly deseiTve a rating of
excellent.
The testing was continued under exactly the sejne conditions
as explained above except that the location of the fan furnish
ing the side draft was changed. The fan was situated 30" from
the nearest side of the arrester with the center of the fan
face being in direct horizontal line v/lth the center of the
arrester's side. The face of the fan was in a plane parallel
to the side of the arrester. As described previously, the
velocity of the air currents striking the side of the arrester
was maintained at 8 miles per hour.
The five arresters giving the most satisfactory results
in the test reported above were selected for the e^roeriraent.
In addition, the new style Pioneer, Type B, was added to the
arresters tested. The "G" arrester was used as described above
and in addition was tested with the basket-like baffle filled
-91-
with soot particles.
Figures 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, and 60 show the particles
escaping each arrester. Table XII tabulates the particles
escaping the arresters which were of a significant size. Table
XIII Includes several percentage weight relationships based on
the materials passing through the arresters. Figure 61 shows
in graphic form the analysis of the escaping charge while the
final Figure 62 indicates graphically the percentage of the
particles escaping based on the total, original charge.
The results tend to show that the filling of the baffle
in the **0" arrester with soot particles lessened the ability
of the arrester to retain the test specimens. Two particles
weighing between 151-175 milligrams passed the arrester. How
ever, even in this condition the arrester gave very satisfactory
results.
The new style Pioneer, Type 3, arrester gave very unsatis
factory results. The lips or webs surrounding the top opening,
being only one inch in width, offered but little resistance to
the passage of the particles.
The Star arrester did not perform as efficiently in the
second test as in the first. The soot samples seemingly found
a way through the sloping baffles and escaped the arrester more
readijywith a direct side draft than in the case of the former
test.
The remaining arresters gave very good results and
-92-
performed In a manner comparable with that obtained In the
former e3q)erlmentatlon.
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CONCLUSIONS
1, Taken as an average over a five year period, the dwelling
repreaented 49 and 57 percent respectively of the total
loss in the composition of the rural and country fire waste
in Iowa,
2, A five year study of the rural losses Indicates that one
of the two principal causes of rural dwelling fires in
Iowa is chimney sparks,
3, The use of the spark arrester on rural dwellinga, although
a comparatively recent development, is being rapidly
extended.
4, The clogging of a epark arrester Is influenced by several
variable factors such as the type of fuel used, size of
mesh, chimney characteristics, and the weather. Atmospheric
conditions are the most important considerations in the rate
at v^ch clogging will occur.
5, Smoke arising through a clogged arrester will follow the
path of least resistance.
6, The extent to which a clogged arrester will retard the
movement of the air currents in the chimney depends on the
design of the arrester, the area of the free body openings
being an Important consideration,
7, Soot particles are readily divisible into tvio density groups,
il
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thoee of the high (0,45-0,60 gr./o^. density and those
of low (0.01-0.15 gr./cu. cm.) density.
8. The weight of the soot particles In the low density group
ing Is greatly reduced "by heat, whereas the heavier par
ticles become molten and lose but little weight under the
action of a flame,
9. Old shingles in apparently good condition are subjected
to ignition by comparatively small soot particles, (600-
700 milligrams). New shingles are very difficult to
ignite with the Incandescent soot particle.
10. Arresters hp.ving free openings in the side walls did not
give satisfactory test results.
11. In the case of the open top arrester the area of the top
opening should not be greater than one-third the base area.
Tod openings should be protected by an overhanging lip and
a baffle. The solid metal baffle was effective In pre
venting the passage of particles through the top opening,
12. The completely enclosed arrester with an innerbaffle was
the most efficient in breaJclng Txp the dangerous sized soot
particles.
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SUMMAHY
The investigation as reported in this manuscript was
undertaicen in order to study the nat\ire, physical properties
and behavior of the sparks causing roof fires and to test the
effectiveness of the devices used for their control.
A brief Btatistical study preceded the investigation and
had the following purposes:
1. To establish the importance of the rural dwelling in
the list of property damaged In rural Iowa.
2. To further stress the fact that the dwelling is the
most vulnerable point of attack in any campaign to
reduce the rural losses.
3. To definitely identify chimney sparks as one of the
principal causes of dvrelllng fires in lowa.
The e3^erimental procedure was divided into three divisions
as follows:
1. The Clogging of a Spark Arrester.
2. (Jliaracteristics of Soot Particles.
3. The Effectiveness of the Sparfe Arrester.
Under the first division the following were Investigated:
1. Susceptibility of arresters to clogging,
/
2. Path of smoke arising throu^ a clogged arrester.
3. The effect of a clogged arrester on the movement of
air currents within the chimney.
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The second division of the investigation consisted of
the following points:
1, Density of soot particles.
2. Weight-heat relationships,
3. The effect of a catalytic agent on the soot deposit
within the chimney.
4, Ignition properties of the soot particle.
The final phase of the investigation treated of the effec
tiveness of the domestic spark arrester. Several designs were
investigated as to their ability to retain or to break up the
soot particles and hence to reveal the degree of safety which
each arrester would afford.
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